multi-purpose carts
CDS-153  
Case Cart  
Overall size: 36½"W x 26¾"D x 35½"H  
features  
• Optional linen rings to hold hamper or trash bags  
• Linen ring locks in up position and swings down when not in use  
• Equipped with rails on the all three surfaces  
• Adjustable stainless steel center shelf  
• Wrap around bumper  
• 5" diameter swivel plate casters

CDS-262  
Multi Use Procedure Cart  
Overall size: 29¾"W x 29¾"D x 62³⁄₈"H  
features  
• Designed to be used as a surgical or obstetrical case cart  
• Multi-purpose cart can also be used as a linen cart or as a clean/dirty utility cart  
• May be ordered with optional shelves, wire backs, and other accessories  
• Wrap around bumper  
• 6" diameter swivel plate casters

CDS-270  
Utility Cart  
Overall size: 50¾"W x 26¹/₄"D x 65"H  
features  
• Designed to be used as a clean/dirty linen cart or as a large utility cart  
• May be ordered with optional shelves, wire backs, and other accessories  
• Wrap around bumper  
• 6" diameter swivel plate casters with diagonally mounted swivel locks